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The Dissolving Fabric, Paul Blackburn
Measure 1 - 4, edited by John Wieners
Phone Book, Gerry Gilbert

"In The Dissolving Fabric , spanning the poet’s last years in college and his next three and a half
years in New York, one can see Blackburn’s characteristic concern with everyday events, his
use of speech rhythms, and the beginnings of his technique of breaking down narrative in his
poetry by juxtaposing fragments of situations to suggest, rather than direct, the connections
between them. In this early work, however, some rather stiff rhetoric and some disparity
between the poet’s casual stance and the more formal structure he has chosen to express it are
still in evidence." (Poetry Foundation Biography)

MEASURE #2 & #3
WIENERS, John

Published by John Wieners
Used / Stapled Wrappers / Quantity Available: 1
From Apollinaire's Bookshoppe (Toronto, ON, Canada)
1 Used from US$ 239.87
View all 1 copies of this book



Price: US$ 239.87
Convert Currency
Shipping: US$ 12.00
From Canada to U.S.A.
Destination, Rates & Speeds

Title: MEASURE #2 & #3

Publisher: John Wieners
Binding: Stapled Wrappers
Book Condition: Very Good
Edition: First Edition

Description
Volume Two and Three of this scarce magazine edited and published by John Wieners. Volume
Two (Winter 1958) is somewhat worn, with some creasing to the front cover of the wrappers, a
small bite to the tail edge of the rear cover, and a two inch split along the spine up to the bottom
staple. Internally Fine. Contains work by Michael Rumaker, Robin Blase, Robert Creeley, Jack
Kerouac, Charles Olson, Robert Duncan, Edward Down, Robert Duncan, Stuart Z Perkoff, V.R.
Lang, Gregory Corse, James Broughton, Michael McClure, Richard Duerden and Stephen
Jonas. Volume Three has some light shelfwear to the wrappers. Contains work by James
Schuyler, Gerrit Lansing, Barbara Guest, Helen Adam, Madeline Leason, Robert Duncan, Jack
Spicer, Larry Eigner, Tom Field, Edward Marshall, John Wieners, Philip Lamentia, Sheri
Marinelli, Michale Rumaker, Charles Olson and John Haines.Bookseller Inventory # 02789

“somewhere in 66 i met dave UU for the first time he and i and rob (nee rah) smith decided it’d
be nice to publish a monthly mag of concrete & related poetries & distribute it free so we invited
dave aylward along for the ride launching the first issue of grOnk in january of 67  we ran them
thru on a monthly schedule to august of 67 when dave uu moved west & grOnk went under
wraps for a year   in september of 68 i started it up again   dave uu was still the most active
co-editor with bill bissett & steve mccaffery in there in 3rd & 4th   we kept churning it out free
right up to the present and mailing it out every four to eight months in big chunky envelopes
which made for nice gifts of poems for people all 64 issues   anyway now times change  the
frequency of grOnk as of this date (july 28 1972 is decreasing to make way for other projects
GANGLIA PRESS has served its function as a free information service to an audience of about
250 people…” (bpNichol)
Issue 3 consists of Phone Book, by Gerry Gilbert
http://loriemersondotnet.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/gilbert.pdf

http://loriemersondotnet.files.wordpress.com/2011/12/gilbert.pdf


mirror/middle english mirour from old french, from mirer
to look at, from latin mirari, to wonder at,
sanskrit smayate he smiles

(Gerry Gilbert, PHONE BOOK)

mirror (n.) early 13c., from Old French mireoir "a reflecting glass, looking glass; observation,
model, example," earlier miradoir (11c.), from mirer "look at" (oneself in a mirror), "observe,
watch, contemplate," from Vulgar Latin *mirare "to look at," variant of Latin mirari "to wonder at,
admire" (see miracle). Figurative usage is attested from c.1300. Used in divination since
classical and biblical times; mirrors in modern England are the subject of at least 14 known
superstitions, according to folklorists. Belief that breaking one brings bad luck is attested from
1777. The Spanish cognate, mirador (from mirar "to look, look at, behold"), has come to mean
"watch tower." Mirror ball attested from 1968.
mirror (v.) "to reflect," 1590s, from mirror (n.). Related: Mirrored; mirroring. The Middle English
verb mirouren (early 15c.) meant "to be a model" (for conduct, behavior, etc.), while miren
(mid-14c., from Old French mirer) meant "to look in a mirror." (Online Etymology Dictionary)

grOnk is distributed by mailing list. subscriptions
available on request. any material concerned with
the language revolution concrete sound et al welcome.
edited by bpNichol, bill bissett, david w and a cast
of thousands of supporting editors.

Jed Birmingham: "I was very happy with the Floating Bears I received. As usual, the magazines
had seen better days. In most cases, they were folded for mailing with stamps and address
labels. Many copies were stained or poorly mimeo’d, but that is a large part of the charm of
Floating Bear. You can see that these magazines were used. They were argued over, read
aloud, passed around. As I mentioned before, Floating Bear could not be bought over the
counter and was distributed through a mailing list. Receiving a copy meant you were part of a
literary and artistic community. "
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poetry, calligraphic and
typographic It's how we cope

who really created the hallucination
that hippies exist at all? the news
media? --d. a. levy, october 1967

"Organized by the Diggers, residents of Haight-Ashbury marched through the streets in early
October, 1967, carrying a coffin to symbolize the “Death of Hippie.” They carried it to Buena
Vista Park, the oldest park in San Francisco. The park sits on a hill whose low end is bordered
by Haight Street. The Diggers (a name taken from history) were a radical community action
group of activists and street theater performers who operated in the Haight-Ashbury
neighborhood of San Francisco. The protest was against the commercialization of the hippie
movement, or the notion that it was a “movement” at all. The Diggers maintained “hippie” was a
phenomenon created by the media. The residents wanted the media out of Haight-Ashbury."
-John Wester

THE DIGGERS - DEATH OF HIPPIE / SON OF MEDIA - 1967



NUMBER FOUR CLEVELAND OHIO
AUG - SEPT 1967
LOU: I never saw anyone
get high off of feedback.
Did you?
INT: Have your read
Burroughs?
LOU: Sure.
INT: Do you think there
could b any sort of
valid comparison
between what you're
doing in music and
what Burroughs is doing
in writing?
LOU: No.
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/\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\////////////\/\/\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\//\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\\/\//////\\/\/\/\/\\\\\/\/\////\\\

"working out the problems of the universe
thinking weird thoughts
writing paranoid poems about the police
nothing to do except
change the kitty litter, take out the garbage"

-- d.a. levy
from The North American Book of the Dead

/\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\////////////\/\/\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\//\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\\/\//////\\/\/\/\/\\\\\/\/\////\\\

"If today, power functions best in separating us from our ability to refuse, to not do, or to not be
complicit. Then we must find again, beyond the necessary but always insufficient actions of
resisting a particular condition or situation, these capacities of non-participation on an even
larger scale of our everyday life."
--16 Beaver Group, 7.21.14

/\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\////////////\/\/\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\//\\/\/\/\/\/\/\/\\/\//////\\/\/\/\/\\\\\/\/\////\\\
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NEW ORLEANS REVIEW, 25- I
An Other South
Experimental Writing in the South
Spring 1999

Hank Lazer
Kudzu Textuality: Toward a New Southern Poelry, 2

Why, then, ~all such writing a kudzu textuality1 That ubiquitous



"southern" plant (actually, accordrng to the Multimedia Encyclopedia
in Version 1.5 [1992]. "native to Chma and Japan, where it is
cultivated for its edible roots and for its stem flowers ~nown as
ko-hemp") -weed or vine? -grows at a phenomenal rate {as much as
~elve rnches per day, with roots twelve feet deep), taking over
gullies and stands of trees covering entire landscapes and roadsides
with a frightening rapidity and fertility. In ' ;~nter, ~en t~e hard
frosts have killed off t~e kudzu, the ghostly forms of the clinging
dzu strtl dommate the landscape. The Multrmedra Encyclopedia tells us
that ku.dzu is now found as far north as Pennsylvania, but it rarely
flowers north of Virginia. It rs a rampant plant, ... useful as
forage and hay for livestock, for control of soil erosion, and for
enriching the soil by addrng nitrogen and leaf lftter. It is,
however, often considered a pest because it may completely cover
trees and other objects with its rapid growth, and it is difficult to
eradicate. What I have in mind for innovative southern poetry
-obviously and admittedly such a metaphor as kudzu textuality does
not pretend to the universality of one-size- ~t~a_ll -is a similar
tendency toward a rich, generative, polyvocal, over-determined, Y rrd
field of textuality. In looking back at that first New Orleans Review
collection of lhe Other South, indeed, many of the poems do bear a
dose relationship to such a Ill ode of textuality. The work
represented by Jake Berry, A di Michele, Skip Fox, Ken Harris David
Thomas, Hank Lazer, especially Jim Leftwich, and Camille Martin all
exhibi~ these qualities of kudzu textuality. In fact. Martin's poem
"Metro" begins, "pare the qualities/ screeching simultaneous/ and you
your mind spatter one way/ a th~ng machine network speed/ multiplies"
(68). Ken Harris' "tic" begins, "sands by swtll tensile hilts lush
per loot numbrage/ mossage of wrens the red holes" (50). Such
textuality exhibits a hyper-fertility, a writing that oscillates
between a more habitual sense-making and a new terrain of the pre- or
post-verbal, somewhat like Kristeva's chora, but also like an
aftermath of the alphabet world, as in the beginning of Jim
Leftwich's "Alto Ossia": yntaxtly em to menu dyne. meat rose
singerprints fght mission. essentialitis thole yoar rete. Formyl
platen. ortho sial. indra tulip intro. thenar fly melt aloe rumble.
(64) This Other South writing is akin to various modes of religious
experience, particularly talking in tongues and voudoun possession.
As a writing in tongues, such textuality would bear an interesting
relationship to (New York City poet) Hannah Weiner's work, as well as
to a range of so-called folk art (or primitive art or outside art or
southern visionary art), particularly the astonishing mystic script
writing of Georgia artist J B Murry.
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Jack Wright: IS LIFE ON THE OUTSIDE POSSIBLE? A few speak to a miniscule number of others
about resisting capitalist society, but they can only think of things that are to be taken seriously
and possibly expand as any valued project, the way people get enthusiastic about experimental
music as doing some little good in the world. An alternate list of what is possible, besides
self-destructive vices, would include: working in relative isolation from the market (called
self-indulgent), being carefree about “getting your stuff out there,” whatever that is, dancing for
the sheer pleasure of it, playing rather than rehearsing music, and having no hopes for it, and
goofing around–and doing these to excess. Sounds like a pretty good life!
http://jackiswright.wordpress.com/2014/07/12/is-life-on-the-outside-possible/
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